
Alchemy and Argento



Alchemy and Argento Silks – a new elegance.
James Hare has used the natural world as inspiration for the new fabric collections, 
Alchemy and Argento Silks.  The texture and striking patterns of minerals, rocks, 
marbles and metals have been transformed into dynamic designs.

A neutral colour palette of grey and soft earthy shades is offset with punches of 
jewel brights and muted pastels resulting in a smart, sophisticated range that is 
both elegant and timeless.  The shimmer of metallic, luxurious velvet and a drape 
similar to molten metal creates a collection with a decadent feel suitable for 
drapery, soft furnishings, wallcoverings and upholstery.

The introduction of the Stocked Silk Wallcoverings collection further encourages 
the layering of texture.  Silk covered walls produce a warm, sumptuous and 
glamorous look with an intense depth of colour equally usable in a contemporary 
or traditional setting.

.

Front Cover: Chair: Carrara Velvet. Cushions: Deco, Connaught Silk.
This page: Wallcovering: Argento Silk. Lampshade: Miramar Silk.



Chair and Cushion: Quartzite. Curtains: Marble. Sofa: Carrara Velvet. 
Cushions: Connaught Silk, Deco, Quartzite.

Alchemy  

An innovative combination of fabrics capturing 
the natural beauty of geological formations with 
names such as Quartzite, Carrara and Mystic.  
Contemporary accents like sulphuric yellow react 
with layered neutrals for elegant interiors with a 
glamorous edge.

 Sofa: Carrara Velvet. Cushions: Connaught Silk, Deco, Quartzite.



Throw: Mystic edged in Connaught Silk. Footstool: Quartzite. 

Curtains: Deco. Footstool: Quartzite.

Deco 

A vibrant geometric design, displayed here 
in jewelled blues and pastels, results in a 
sophisticated makeover with a nod to the 
Art Deco movement.



Curtains: Alchemy. Chaise: Carrara Velvet. Cushion: Iona.

.

Layered Neutrals 

Neutrals are built up with subtle tones making 
them simple to coordinate with fully saturated 
colours.  The combination of natural textures 
and more traditional designs ensures the fabrics 
are easy to use in a town or country setting, 
with the “edge” sought after by the discerning 
client.

Curtains: Alchemy. Footstool; Quartzite. 
Cushions: Deco, Connaught Silk, Iona.

.



Silk Wallcoverings: Orissa Silk, Vienne Silk, Regal Silk, Connaught Silk.

Stocked Silk Wallcoverings 

Silk wallcoverings produce dramatic walls with natural texture and intense 
depth of colour which are a smart and stylish alternative to traditional 
wallpaper.  Virtually all James Hare fabrics can be paper backed to create 
bespoke wallcoverings but now the company has launched their first 
Stocked Silk Wallcoverings collection.  Sourced from their extensive range 
of silk plains, this collection has a minimum order of one metre and is an  
exciting addition to their interior service, especially as silk wallcoverings  
are a strong emerging trend.



Chaise: Carrara Velvet. Throw and Cushion: Mineral Silk, Miramar Silk.

Wallcovering: Orissa Silk. Headboard: Marble. Throw: Mineral Silk, Miramar Silk.  
Cushions: Mineral Silk, Connaught Silk. Lampshade: Orissa Silk.

Argento Silks

A semi-plain range of rich textured silks with 
iridescent surfaces creating an oxidised metallic 
rainbow of colours.



With special thanks to the following suppliers:
David Seyfried  davidseyfried.com, Heathfield & Co  heathfield.co.uk 

IJLBrown, selection of glass vases  ijlbrown.com,  Robert Langford  robertlangford.co.uk 
The Dining Chair Company  diningchair.co.uk,  Tom Faulkner  tomfaulkner.co.uk 

Trowbridge Gallery, prints  trowbridgegallery.com,  Vaughan  vaughandesigns.com

Chair: Deco, Quartzite. Curtains: Quartzite. 
Back Cover: Curtains: Argento Silk, Miramar Silk. Wallcovering: Mineral Silk.

Decadent Luxe

Cool, calming fluid silks encourage an elegant interior, 
which echo the natural mood of the collection.
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